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The Z acceleratorfR. B. Spielman, W. A. Stygar, J. F. Seamenet al., Proceedings of the 11th
International Pulsed Power Conference, Baltimore, MD, 1997, edited by G. Cooperstein and I.
Vitkovitsky sIEEE, Piscataway, NJ, 1997d, Vol. 1, p. 709g at Sandia National Laboratories delivers
,20 MA load currents to create high magnetic fieldss.1000 Td and high pressuressmegabar to
gigabard. In a z-pinch configuration, the magnetic pressuresthe Lorentz forced supersonically
implodes a plasma created from a cylindrical wire array, which at stagnation typically generates a
plasma with energy densities of about 10 MJ/cm3 and temperatures.1 keV at 0.1% of solid
density. These plasmas produce x-ray energies approaching 2 MJ at powers.200 TW for inertial
confinement fusionsICFd and high energy density physicssHEDPd experiments. In an alternative
configuration, the large magnetic pressure directly drives isentropic compression experiments to
pressures.3 Mbar and accelerates flyer plates to.30 km/s for equation of statesEOSd
experiments at pressures up to 10 Mbar in aluminum. Development of multidimensional
radiation-magnetohydrodynamic codes, coupled with more accurate material modelsse.g., quantum
molecular dynamics calculations with density functional theoryd, has produced synergy between
validating the simulations and guiding the experiments. Z is now routinely used to drive ICF capsule
implosions sfocusing on implosion symmetry and neutron productiond and to perform HEDP
experimentssincluding radiation-driven hydrodynamic jets, EOS, phase transitions, strength of
materials, and detailed behavior of z-pinch wire-array initiation and implosiond. This research is
performed in collaboration with many other groups from around the world. A five year project to
enhance the capability and precision of Z, to be completed in 2007, will result in x-ray energies of
nearly 3 MJ at x-ray powers.300 TW. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1891746g

I. INTRODUCTION

The z pinch was one of the earliest techniques used as an
attempt to heat plasmas to thermonuclear temperatures.1 As
an alternative to these direct heating mechanisms, Sandia
National Laboratories began a program in the 1970s on the
Proto II sRef. 2d pulsed power generator to study the efficacy
of using x rays from pulsed-power-driven z-pinch implosions
to compress a DT-filled spherical capsule. In a z pinch, the
azimuthal magnetic field associated with the axial flow of
current through a cylindrically symmetric plasma creates a
magnetic pressuresJ3B or Lorentz forced that accelerates
the plasma radially inward at high velocities. X rays are pro-
duced when the imploding plasma stagnates on the cylindri-
cal axis of symmetry. While this research path was put on

hold in 1983 because of the belief that ions offered a more
reasonable route to inertial confinement fusionsICFd,
z-pinch research continued on fastsø100 nsd pulsed power
generators in order to create intense, energetic x-ray sources
for radiation-material interaction studies. A wide variety of
cylindrical z-pinch loads were used in these early experi-
ments, including thin annular foils, gas puffs, low-density
foams, and low-number wire arrays.3 The z-pinch loads effi-
ciently converted 10–15% of the stored electrical energy into
x rays, and the x-ray power was roughly equal to the electri-
cal power that drove the z-pinch implosion. A breakthrough
in the x-ray power was achieved in 1995 when a series of
experiments4 performed on the 7 MA, 20 TW electrical
Saturn5 pulsed power generator revealed that the x-ray power
from an imploding z pinch could be greatly enhanced by
using a cylindrical array containing a very large number of
wires sù100d. This breakthrough technologysFig. 1d was
quickly adapted for testing at higher currents when a
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modification6 of the Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator
sPBFA IId sRef. 7d to allow z-pinch experiments was com-
pleted in October 1996.

Research in high energy density physicssHEDPd encom-
passes a regime that is typically associated with energy den-
sities ù105 J/cm3=1 Mbar.8 At the time that the review
article9 on Sandia z pinches as intense x-ray sources for
HEDP applications was written in 1996, the z-pinch mode of
PBFA II fthe 20 MA PBFA Z, now called ZsRef. 6dg had
been operational for one month, and x-ray energies.1.6 MJ
and powers.160 TW had been produced from wire-array
z-pinch sources. Subsequently, x-ray powers in excess of
200 TW were obtained using nested arrays of 200–400
wires.10

In this paper we review progress on ICF and HEDP ex-
periments in pulsed power and research on radiation science,
z-pinch physics, diagnostic development, and modeling and
simulation that pertains to these experiments. Three major
diagnostic improvements in the experiments occurred after
1997. s1d The multi-kilojoule, multi-terawatts0.3–20 nsd Z
Beamlet Laser11 sZBLd, originally a scientific prototype at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory for the laser sys-
tem of the National Ignition Facility12 sNIFd, was completed
and implemented at Z. Moreover, an associated high-spatial-
resolution, monochromatic spherical crystal imaging system
for backlighting that was pioneered for z pinches on smaller
facilities13 became operational14 with ZBL. s2d Spectroscopic
diagnostics to determine absorption and emission from pho-
toionized z-pinch plasmas were added.15–17 s3d Shockless
pressure-loading techniques were developed to measure dy-
namic materials properties based on isentropic compression
and magnetically launched flyer plates.18,19 Experiments in
magnetically driven HEDP and radiation-driven ICF have
stimulated advances in simulation and modeling. These ad-
vances have includeds1d detailed circuit models of Z,20,21s2d
two-dimensionals2Dd simulations of the hohlraum and cap-
sule system,22–24 s3d interpretation of wire-array implosions

and materials equation-of-statesEOSd experiments via 2D
and three-dimensionals3Dd magnetohydrodynamicssMHDd
codes,25–30 s4d development of theories to explain the com-
plex wire-array dynamics,31–36 and s5d generation of accu-
rate, first-principles-based quantum molecular dynamics cal-
culations of the electrical, optical, and thermodynamic
properties of metals.37

The advances in modeling and simulation, in turn, have
led to more sophisticated HEDP experiments on Z and the
approval of and commencement of a refurbishment of Z,38

which is scheduled for completion in early 2007, and to the
design of a high-energy petawatt capability for ZBL to ex-
tend the photon energy available for radiography experi-
ments and enable fast ignition39 experiments. The refurbish-
ment of Z is being designed to deliver 26 MA load currents
to a 4 cm diameter, 2 cm long wire array and should produce
soft x-ray pulses approaching 300 TW. Other complemen-
tary research efforts have included anin situ cryogenic cool-
ing system40 on Z, advances in the design and fabrication of
large ICF capsules and uniform foams by General Atomics
and Schafer Corporation,41 and use of Z to obtain accurate
EOS and phase transition measurements42 for a variety of
ICF- and HEDP-relevant materials.

Selected pulsed-power-driven HEDP and ICF research
on Z during the last few years is reviewed in the following
sections. Section II describes the progress on ICF experi-
ments and simulations to achieve high-temperature implo-
sions and symmetric drive, as well as initial work on pulsed-
power-driven fusion fuel assembly techniques for fast
ignition39 concepts. Section III reviews radiation science and
plasma spectroscopy on Z. Section IV describes progress in
understanding z-pinch physics and Sec. V reviews the ad-
vances in measuring, simulating, and modeling the properties
of dynamic materials. The paper concludessSec. VId with a
short summary of the ongoing effort, which began in 2002,
to improve the capability of Z.

II. INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION

The flexible, efficient x-ray sources demonstrated on Z
have sparked interest in several z-pinch fusion concepts. In
this section we summarize results of high-temperature cap-
sule implosions in the dynamic hohlraum configuration, ra-
diation symmetry studies in the double-ended hohlraum con-
figuration, and z-pinch-driven hemispherical compression
studies for a fast ignition concept in which the compressed
core of the fuel would be further heated by a short-pulse
laser beam.

A. High-temperature capsule implosions with
dynamic hohlraums

In a z-pinch dynamic hohlraumsDHd a high-Z, high-
opacity, annular plasma formed from a cylindrical array of
wires stagnates on an inner cylinder of low-density, low-Z
foam sFig. 2d. The impact of the high-Z plasma shell on the
foam launches a radiating shock that propagates toward the
cylindrical axis of symmetry. The high-opacity pinch plasma
traps the radiation and serves as the hohlraum wall. This
concept was independently developed9,43 in the late 1970s to

FIG. 1. Gas puff implosions on Saturn in 1988 provided a significant in-
crease in x-ray power over early, smaller pulsed power generatorssGamble
II, Pithon, Proto II, Blackjack, Double Eagled. High-number wire arrays
s192-wire Al and 120-wire Wd increased the x-ray power on Saturn to
85 TW in 1995. This technology has produced over 200 TW x-ray sources
with nested wire arrays on the Z facility. Inset shows photograph of a single
wire array.
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early 1980s by researchers at Sandia, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, and in Russia. The dynamic hohlraum is an effi-
cient means of delivering intense radiation from the z pinch
to a capsule embedded within the foam: 3 mm diameter cap-
sules in recent experiments absorbed,80 kJ of x rays. As
reviewed below, x-ray spectroscopy and imaging, combined
with detailed one-dimensionals1Dd and 2D simulations,
have provided a benchmarked understanding of dynamic
hohlraum physics. Although many challenges remain, this
improved understanding has enabled us to tailor capsule im-
plosions to produce measurable thermonuclear neutron
yields from x-ray-driven capsule implosions on Z.

In the first DH experiment on Z, x rays exiting the end of
the dynamic hohlraum were used as a source for radiation
physics experiments.44 The encouraging results then moti-
vated interest in diagnosing conditions within the hohlraum
itself.45 A DH was created by accelerating a tungsten z-pinch
plasma onto a cylindricals10 mm diameterd, 5 mg/cm3 CH2

foam. Time-resolved x-ray images of self-emission from a
radiating shock propagating at,35 cm/ms in the foam
showed that the shock was remarkably uniform with an an-
nular width less than,200 mm sFig. 3d. The narrow width
implied that variations in shock launch time or shock
strength along the 15 mm tall foam, induced by hydromag-
netic Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities in the accelerated tung-
sten plasma or by any other nonuniformity, were quite small.
sThe corrugated structure associated with the instabilities had
been expected to imprint on the shock.d Furthermore, 2D
LASNEX sRef. 46d simulations accurately reproducedsFig.
4d the measured spatial profile of the shock self-emission and
shock propagation through the hohlraum.23,24 The simula-
tions also indicated that the shock characteristics were insen-
sitive to the instability amplitude and that the interaction of
the tungsten plasma with the ablated foam tamped the insta-
bility. The relatively smooth magnetic pressure largely deter-

mined the shock conditions. The small effect of pinch non-
uniformities on the radiating shock was an important
breakthrough for DH ICF.

The relatively larges10 mm diameter, 15 mm talld dy-
namic hohlraums in these experiments reached,135 eV
peak radiation drive temperatures, too low for capsule implo-
sions capable of emitting measurable x rays or fusion neu-
trons. However, the insights gained by comparing the data to

FIG. 2. Schematic of z-pinch-driven dynamic hohlraum configuration show-
ing imploding tungsten shell that launches a radiating shock in a low-density
foam. The shock creates the x-ray environment that implodes a spherical
capsule on the cylindrical axis of symmetry.

FIG. 3. sColord. End-on x-ray images of radiating shock in low-density
foam of a dynamic hohlraum on Z at times from 7.9 to 3.29 ns before peak
of radial x-ray intensity.

FIG. 4. sColord. Comparison of measured intensity of x rays emitted from
radiating shocksblackd to simulated intensitysredd on Z at two different
timess6.09 and 5.15 nsd before peak of radial x-ray intensity for a dynamic
hohlraum.
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simulations motivated new hohlraum and capsule designs23

that could produce measurable x-ray emission from the im-
ploding capsule core and thereby provide data on electron
temperature, electron density, and symmetry.

A cylindrical hohlraum tends to drive a spherical capsule
with equator-hot radiation that, if uncorrected, would pro-
duce an implosion elongated along the cylinder axis. How-
ever, symmetry corrections, including radiation shields and
noncylindrical foams, require diagnostics that can measure
the effects of such corrections. Published laser-driven cap-
sule implosions47 have shown that x-ray core imaging data of
the equatorial radiusre as compared to the polar radiusrp

reflect the x-ray drive asymmetry. Applying such methods to
the DH was complicated by the difficulty in viewing the
capsule implosion through the luminous, high-opacity
z-pinch plasmasFig. 2d. However, a second-generation series
of experiments that used 6 mm diameter, 12 mm tall,
14 mg/cm3 CH2 foam with ,2 mm diameter CH-shell cap-
sules filled with CD4 or D2 and a trace amount of argon
successfully recordedsFig. 5d time- and space-resolved x-ray
spectra from the tracer atoms.48 In these experiments the
radiation temperature peaked at 215 eV. This technique re-
quired two separate spectrometers, one viewing along the
polar axis and the other along the equatorial plane, to deter-
mine there/ rp ratio. The two spectra lay the foundation for a
future tomographic reconstruction of the 2D electron density
ne and temperatureTe spatial profiles within the implosion
core and have already benchmarked the accuracy of 1D and
2D LASNEX simulations.

The measured peak average core density and tempera-
ture in these experiments werene,s1–3d31023/cm3 and

Te,0.8–1.1 keV. By leveraging the understanding provided
by the x-ray imaging data and comparisons of thene andTe

data to LASNEX simulations, the performance of the implo-
sion core was optimized to obtain the first measurements of
thermonuclear neutrons from a z-pinch-driven ICF capsule
implosion in 2003.49 Neutron energy and yield data verified
that the energys2.45 MeVd and isotropic nature are consis-
tent with a thermonuclear origin. Based on neutron time-of-
flight measurements of the energy spectrum, the ion tempera-
ture is 4.5±1.5 keV. More evidence of the thermonuclear
character came from the addition of trace amounts of xenon
to the standard D2+Ar fill. The xenon cooled the implosion
core and reduced the thermonuclear neutron yield by a factor
of ,20, in agreement with simulations.49

In experiments with z-pinch and plasma focus devices
over many years, the neutrons had been nonthermonuclear;50

directed energetic ions created during plasma disruption re-
sulted in nonthermal ion-beam-generated DD neutrons. In
addition to being thermonuclear, the measured neutron yields
in the DH experimentss1–531010d were also the largest
produced in any51 laboratory x-ray-driven D2 implosion.

B. Symmetric drive with double-ended
hohlraums

The double-ended hohlraumsDEHd approach to pulsed-
power-driven high-yield ICF described by Hammeret al.52

uses a z-pinch-driven vacuum hohlraum at each end of a
central coaxial hohlraum containing the ICF capsulesFig. 6d.
For high yield, the calculations predict that two z pinches
with peak electrical currents of 63 MA would release a total

FIG. 5. Schematic setup of spectroscopic experiment on Z. Time-resolved,
high-spatial-resolution elliptical crystal spectrometers are oriented to mea-
sure the implosion core size along the equatorial axise and polar axisp,
respectively, inside the dynamic hohlraum. Microchannel plate frames
record space-resolved spectra at 1 ns intervals. Ar spectra were recorded at
peak emission time.

FIG. 6. Schematic of high-yield double-ended hohlraum configuration,
driven by a double-sided pulsed-power feed architecture. TP denotes top
pinch and primary hohlraum, SH denotes central secondary hohlraum con-
taining the DT-filled capsule, BP denotes bottom pinch and primary hohl-
raum. Radial-spoke electrodes and on-axis shine shields located at either end
of the secondary hohlraum separate the top and bottom z-pinch implosion
and stagnation regions from the capsule.
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of 16 MJ of x rays in a shaped pulse, driving the secondary
hohlraum to 220 eV radiation temperatures. About 1 MJ of x
rays are absorbed by a 5 mm diameter cryogenic DT-filled
capsule, which is ablatively driven to a convergence ratio of
35, igniting a central hot spot from which the fusion burn
propagates radially outward with a total fusion yield of
400 MJ. This ICF approach separates the physics issues as-
sociated with the z pinch, hohlraum, and capsule, allowing
some independent optimization and validation of each com-
ponent.

Over the past five years, z-pinch-driven vacuum hohl-
raums have been extensively characterized on Z. Experi-
ments have measured the z-pinch power, primary hohlraum
radiation temperatures, and primary-to-secondary hohlraum
coupling efficiency for configurations relevant to this
concept.53–55 The relationship of the measured pinch power
history to the hohlraum temperatures is well understood
s±20% in fluxd within zero-dimensional hohlraum power bal-
ance models,55,56 2D time-dependent view-factor
calculations,57 and 2D radiation-hydrodynamicssRHDd
simulations.54 This same research also demonstrated ad-
equate radiation flow through the radial-spoke electrode
separating the primary and secondary hohlraums. The mea-
sured effective radiation transmission through the beryllium
spokesf.s71±7d%g is sufficient for capsule implosion ex-
periments, agrees with 2D RHD simulations,54 and scales to
high yield.52 From a hohlraum energetics standpoint, the re-
maining key question relates to the scaling of pinch perfor-
mancesas discussed in Sec. IVd from the 20 MA level pres-
ently possible on Z to the 63 MA level envisioned for high
yield with a DEH.

Capsule radiation symmetry is a crucial physics issue for
this concept because central hot-spot ignition capsules typi-
cally require,1–2% overall fluence asymmetryse.g., the
point design capsule for the NIF tolerates,1% time-
averaged asymmetry58d. The polar angle distribution of ra-
diation fluence on a spherical capsule in an axisymmetric
hohlraum is typically expressed in terms of Legendre poly-
nomials Pj. For double-pinch hohlraums, odd Legendre
mode asymmetrysP1, P3, etc.d results from power imbalance
and mistiming of the two z pinches, whereas even Legendre
mode asymmetrysP2, P4, etc.d is governed by hohlraum ef-
fects sgeometry, time-dependent wall albedo, and wall mo-
tiond. Time-dependent 2D view factor and 2D RHD simula-
tions have predicted that superimposed primary and
secondary wall reemission onto the capsule creates a radia-
tion drive with a uniformity that depends on the primary and
secondary geometry.57,59 Self-backlit foam ball burnthrough
experiments have partially validated these simulation tech-
niques, demonstrating gross modifications of radiation sym-
metry via geometric changes in single-pinch hohlraums.60

Two advances have enabled high-quality capsule implo-
sion experiments in a DEH of the same physical scale as the
high-yield concept:s1d development of a robust double-
pinch wire-array load for Z ands2d adaptation of ZBLsRef.
11d for 5–7 keV x-ray backlighting on Z. Shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 7, the double-pinch wire-array load54,61provides
balanced upper and lower pinch x-ray power histories such
that the upper and lower primary hohlraum wall emission

temperatures agree within ±5% instrumental error bars. The
flux asymmetry as measured by foam ball burnthrough
was ,15% maximum-to-minimum in double-pinch
hohlraums,59,60 at the limit of detection for the self-backlit
technique. Higher resolution techniques were therefore
needed to measure the predicted 2–4% fluence asymmetry
levels.61

ZBL provided high-resolution capsule symmetry diagno-
sis by creating high-energys4.7–6.7 keVd x rays for point
projection backlighting of the capsule implosions. X-ray
backlit imploding capsules as a symmetry diagnostic has its
origins in laser-driven hohlraums,62 where ultrathin spherical
shells have been used to measure radiation asymmetries, par-
ticularly higher orderP6 and P8 modes. The use of highly
collimated shielding to reduce the high-energy bremsstrah-
lung background and an electromagnetically driven fast shut-
ter for debris mitigation63 allow high-contrast film images to
be obtained in the harsh multi-megajoule x-ray environment
of Z. Backlit capsule images with 50mm spatial resolution
and 0.6 ns temporal resolution have enabled measurements
of in-flight distortions at the percent level64 in z-pinch-driven
hohlraums. A hohlraum length scan demonstrated the behav-
ior as a function of convergence ratio and hohlraum
geometry.65 This demonstration of capsule asymmetry trends
with hohlraum geometry is somewhat analogous to earlier

FIG. 7. Schematic of double-ended hohlraum configuration as fielded on Z.
Hohlraum is driven from the bottom by a single-sided pulsed-power feed
architecture. Secondary hohlraum is attached to a single tungsten wire array
that is strung the entire length of the load and forms the top and bottom
pinches. Electrical current flows up the bottom pinch, around the outside of
the secondary hohlraum, up the top pinch, and returns via the outer wall of
the hohlraum.
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laser-driven hohlraum experiments that demonstrated sym-
metry control via laser pointing, hohlraum length variation,
and shine shields.66

The combination of a robust double-pinch hohlraum
with now-routine x-ray backlighting has enabled quantitative
studies of capsule drive asymmetry over a range of hohlraum
parameters and capsule sizes. Experiments in symmetry tun-
ing with 2.15 mm diameter plastic ablator capsules absorb-
ing 5–7 kJ of x rays have demonstratedP2 symmetry control
to ±2%,67 maximum-to-minimum fluence asymmetry of
3.0±0.7% for the most symmetric cases,68 and convergence
ratios of 14–21 inferred from the size of the assembled ab-
lator plasma in x-ray backlit images.64 Larger-diameter
s4.7 mmd, thin-shells25–30mmd capsules are currently be-
ing used to study radiation symmetry control via hohlraum
geometry tuning at a high-yield-relevant case-to-capsule ra-
dius ratio of ,4. Figure 8 shows the measured time-
integratedP2 andP4 asymmetry modes as functions of both
the capsule diameter and the secondary hohlraum length-to-
radius ratio. Also plotted for comparison are the results of
time-dependent view-factor calculations,59 which show rea-
sonable agreement with the sensitivity to both hohlraum

length and case-to-capsule ratio. Including the effects of
time-dependent wall motion was a key to obtaining this level
of agreement with the data. The 2.15 mm diameter capsule
data in Fig. 8sad show that the time-integratedP2 asymmetry
can be zeroed by the proper choice of hohlraum lengthswith
all other parameters held constantd, in agreement with
calculations.67 Experiments are currently underway to inves-
tigate the use of hohlraum geometryslength, on-axis shine
shield radius, and thicknessd to tune symmetry for the larger
4.7 mm diameter capsules and to compare the measured
trends with simulations.

As seen in Fig. 8sbd, the P4 mode is more weakly de-
pendent on hohlraum length thanP2 for the 2.15 mm diam-
eter capsules and may be unacceptably large for the 4.7 mm
diameter capsules.sP4 asymmetry at a level of 5% would, in
fact, cause the baseline high-yield capsule to fail.d Conven-
tional symmetry control methods such as hohlraum geometry
design and additionalP4-specific permanent shine shields are
being investigated. In addition, capsule shimming experi-
ments in collaboration with Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory are validating aP4 control method that is appli-
cable not only to z-pinch ICF but also to heavy-ion fusion
and possibly to ignition on the National Ignition Facility.
Originally conceived as part of a heavy-ion fusion target
design,69 a thin ssubmicrometerd layer of high-Z material
with angular-dependent thickness directly deposited on the
ablator surface may allow percent-level early-time asymme-
tries to be nullified with the least overall energetics penalty.
Backlit shimmed-capsule experiments in the DEH on Z are
currently validating this concept at drive temperatures simi-
lar to the foot pulse required for ignition capsules. In addi-
tion to the physics issues being tested via comparisons of
simulated and experimental backlit images, practical issues
of target fabrication, capsule mounting, and capsule orienta-
tion are being addressed.

DEH implosion experiments with deuterium-filled,
3.3 mm diameter capsules designed to absorb 14 kJ of x rays
have also begun on Z as an integrated test of drive tempera-
ture and symmetry. These capsules are complementary to the
thin-shell symmetry diagnostic capsules described above. At
this capsule size, the time-integratedP2 andP4 asymmetries
may be tuned to low enough levelsssee Fig. 8d to permit
convergence ratios of 10–20 with measurable neutron yields
for comparison with 2D calculations. High-sensitivity neu-
tron detectors are being designed and calibrated to measure
expected DD thermonuclear neutron yields of.13106 for
these integrated tests.70

The ability to separate the physics issues for the DEH
has allowed progress in understanding on several fronts over
the last five years, as summarized in a recent conference
paper.71 The experimental hardware, diagnostics, and simu-
lation capability development have produced understanding
of hohlraum energetics at the 15–20% level and of low-mode
capsule asymmetry at the 2% level. Mature DEH capsule
symmetry experiments are now exploring the subtle effects
of small changes in hohlraum geometry and the use of sub-
micrometer shim layers for early-time symmetry control with
applications to multiple indirect-drive ICF approaches. Fi-
nally, the systematic trends in radiation asymmetry measured

FIG. 8. sColord. Time-integrated radiation asymmetry in Legendre modesP2

and P4 for double-ended hohlraum on Z. Data points with error bars are
from Z experiments, solid lines are from time-dependent view-factor simu-
lations.sad P2 mode vs secondary hohlraum length-to-radius ratio for differ-
ent capsule sizes. Insets show two example backlit capsule images.sbd Same
plot for P4 mode.
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in the Z DEH are being used for quantitative validation of
models that will be used to design hohlraums and capsules
for higher-current z-pinch accelerators.

C. Fast ignition

Short-pulse laser-matter interactions produce electron72

or ion73 beams that can heat high-density compressed matter
to high temperatures and therefore reduce the implosion
symmetry, compressed fuel density, and radiation pulse
shape requirements for hot-spot ignition of the fuel core. The
advent of the technology to produce large-aperture, high-
energys.1 kJd, short-pulsesfemtosecond to picosecondd la-
sers with high peak powerss100 TW–1 PWd has renewed
interest in the decade-old fast ignition concept39for ICF.

In 2001 a short-pulse laser energy coupling efficiency of
30% to a compressed ICF capsule was demonstrated at the
Institute for Laser Energetics in Japan. This efficiency was
obtained by imploding the capsule along the surface of a 60°,
high-Z cone by direct laser drive.74 The high-Z cone main-
tained a path free of low-density plasma so that the laser
could be focused onto the dense core of the implosion.

In a series of Z experiments, z-pinch-driven secondary
hohlraums using wire-array z-pinch sources54,55,60 sas dis-
cussed in Sec. II Bd are being applied to indirect-drive cap-
sule implosion concepts compatible with fast-ignition fuel
heating.75,76 Hemispherical capsules can be imploded on a
planar surface with the x-ray drive,75 and the capsule implo-
sion symmetry controlled with the hohlraum geometry.60,75,76

Achievable capsule symmetry in optimal systems is being
measured using the high-spatial-resolution crystal imaging
system for backlighting.14

A cryogenic D2 capsule77 is being developed with a thin
inner shell to contain the D2 layer, based on the system pre-
viously developed40 for cryogenic D2 EOS measurements on
Z.19,78,79Radiation symmetry control in this system may be
sufficient to produce densities of 135 g/cm3 for a com-
pressed fuelrr of 0.8–1.1 g/cm2 with hemispherical implo-
sions on the refurbished Z.76 Dynamic hohlraum
drive23,45,48,76,80,81sas discussed in Sec. II Ad can produce
higher radiation temperatures than vacuum hohlraum drive
and may produce densities of up to 300 g/cm3 sa rr of
1.3 g/cm2 at 180 eVd.

Recently, state-of-the-art simulations of the coupling of a
short-pulse, high-intensity laser pulse to matter82 with the
LSP code83 have been used to model the fast ignition experi-
ments of Kodamaet al.74 The development of a high-energy
s2 kJd, short-pulsespetawattd laser coupled to the refurbished
Z should allow exploration, on the 2008 time frame, of fast
ignition science issues such as the production of high-energy
electron and ion beams, beam-matter coupling at high densi-
ties and temperatures, and fuel heating and sub-ignition fu-
sion neutron yields.84

III. RADIATION SCIENCE AND PLASMA
SPECTROSCOPY ON Z

X-ray generation, propagation, heating, and ionization
contribute to the formation and evolution of many laboratory
and astrophysical plasmas. The interpretation of ICF and as-

trophysical observations must often rely on RHD simulations
that depend on an accurate treatment of radiation absorption
and reemission properties. The measurement of these prop-
erties, which are controlled by the atoms composing the
plasma, is a central aspect of radiation science, and the data
are of special importance when multiple radiation and hydro-
dynamic phenomena are intermingled. The properties must
often be approximated, and the suitability of such approxi-
mations can be tested in radiation science experiments.
Plasma spectroscopy is a key diagnostic, and the information
quality is only as good as the atomic and plasma physics
models used to interpret the data.

Rapid progress in radiation science has occurred in the
last two decades85–88 because of the development of high-
intensity lasers and atomic models to analyze complex spec-
tra. However, the available radiation source energy limited
the experiments that were feasible. With the advent of the
intense x-ray burst emitted by z-pinch plasmas at Z in 1996,
a new capability became available.89 In “ride-along” experi-
mentssdefined as experiments that are performed in such a
way that they do not interfere with the principal experimental
objective of the Z shotsd, material samples can be exposed to
a radiation flux equivalent to a 20–70 eV blackbody.90 In
dedicated Z experiments, samples can be exposed to much
higher radiation temperatures. The flux level in Z ride-along
experiments is comparable to present-day laser plasma
experiments.85–88However, the larger sample size and longer
radiation pulse possible with z pinchesstypically by an order
of magnituded allow measurement of radiation conditions in
multiple samples simultaneously, achievement of more uni-
form conditions, and a closer approach to steady state results.
A typical radiation-science configuration on ZsFig. 9d con-
sists of a sample located 1–10 cm away from the z pinch,
where it is heated to 10–100 eV by the pinch radiation. The
spectrally resolved absorption is measured by aiming x-ray
spectrographs through the sample at the pinch. The pinch
plasma thus both heats the sample and serves as a back-
lighter.

With the addition of an extremely bright, broad-
wavelength-coverage backlighter, opacity measurements are
especially promising on high-current z-pinch generators. De-
velopment of the capability to measure opacities in relatively
uniform samplessspatially and temporallyd over a wide spec-
tral range on these generators will enhance the understanding
of the atomic physics of HEDP plasmas. The opacity of a
material controls the flow of energy within the plasma and
hence can strongly influence the radiation hydrodynamics in
ICF hohlraums and z pinches and as well as in astrophysical
plasmas. The first opacity experiment on a Sandia pulsed
power accelerator was in 1995 on Saturn. The iron opacity
data obtained91 resulted in improved computer code models
to simulate the behavior of Cepheid variable stars. More re-
cently, we have been developing the capability on Z to obtain
accurate opacity data for medium- and high-atomic-number
materials that are heated by the z-pinch radiation source. For
example, the opacity of a medium-Z atom with a partially
filled M shell, bromine, was measured on Z using CH-
tamped NaBr foil samples.92 The CH tamping of the foils
allowed higher densities to be accessed. The electron tem-
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perature and density of the foils50 eV and 331021/cm3d
were diagnosed from the spectral lines of the relatively well
understoodslow-Zd sodium, and the opacity of Br under
these known plasma conditions was determined from the ab-
sorption spectra. Recent work has focused on measuring the
opacity of CH-tamped Fe+Mg foils at temperatures corre-
sponding to the radiation zone in the sun. The technique used
for these measurements is similar to that in Ref. 92. The
temperature and density are determined from the Mg spectral
lines, and iron opacity models are tested with the Fe absorp-
tion spectra. In this study, the dynamic hohlraum x-ray
source appears promising for heating samples to an electron
temperature of,150 eV. Once fully developed, such a ca-
pability can be used to investigate many materials of interest
to high energy density physics. For example, this capability
could be used to develop models that elucidate the role of
opacity in the performance of an ICF capsule that contains a
medium-Z dopant in the outer shell.

The large sample size and brightness of the z pinch as a
backlighter are also being exploited in a novel method to
measure reemission from radiation-heated gold plasmas.89 A
CH-tamped, layered foil with Al+MgF2 faces the radiation
source. A gold backing layer that covers a portion of the
layered foil fFig. 10sadg absorbs radiation from the z-pinch
source and provides reemission that further heats Al+MgF2.
The Al and Mg heating is measured using space-resolvedKa

absorption spectroscopy, and the difference between the two
regionsfFig. 10sbdg allows the gold reemission to be deter-
mined.

Many past spectroscopy experiments have studied
atomic kinetics in plasmas where the ionization distribution

and excited state populations are controlled by electron col-
lisions. Spectroscopic data are also needed to benchmark
atomic physics models of photoionized plasmas—in particu-
lar, to interpret data from accretion-powered objects such as
x-ray binaries and active galactic nuclei. However, such plas-
mas have been studied in few laboratory experiments be-
cause the incident radiation field must be intense enough that
photoionization dominates over collisions, the plasma den-
sity must be relatively lows,1013/cm3 for typical astro-
physical plasmasd, and the sample must be large enough at
low density to provide measurable absorption or emission
spectra.

Absorption and emission spectra from a photoionized
iron experiment on Z have already provided charge state dis-
tribution and plasma conditions suitable for initial tests of
astrophysical atomic kinetics models. The approach to gen-
erating a low-density Fe plasma15,16was to preheat a tamped,
thin foil with low-intensity x rays from the Z run-in radia-
tion, so the foil could expand to the desired density prior to
application of the main photoionizing radiation field. For
neon, a gas cell filled to the desired atomic density17 has
produced a spectrum with visible He-like and Li-like neon
lines, indicating that the radiation was intense enough to ion-
ize neon into the desired regime. Future photoionization ex-
periments on Z may provide even stronger model tests by
improving the plasma characterizations, increasing the
photoionization, and possibly reducing the density. The re-
sults for Fe and Ne provide a basis for designing these im-
proved experiments.

FIG. 9. Schematic diagram of radia-
tion science experiments on Z using
z-pinch x-ray source shows top and
side views. Multiple samples located
outside the primary hohlraum are
heated by x rays and diagnosed using
the z-pinch source as a backlighter for
absorption spectroscopy.
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IV. Z-PINCH PHYSICS

Since the initial results obtained in 1995 and 1996 on
Saturn4 and Z,10,93,94the z-pinch community has made great
strides in advancing the understanding of wire-array dynam-
ics and developing the MHD codes required to model wire-
array implosions. Experiments on the 1 MA MAGPIE
facility95 at Imperial College have elucidated the dynamics
of arrays with a low number of wires.96,97These results con-
firmed earlier measurements98–101 that the wires remain
“wirelike” for a large fraction of the implosion time and
ablate material in an axially nonuniform process that ejects
material towards the array axis. The process was quantified31

by introducing the “rocket model” to describe the early-time
ablation dynamics of the arrays. This semiempirical descrip-
tion is supported by more detailed theoretical studies on wire
ablation dynamics.32,33,36 Measurements on MAGPIE also
indicated that the early-time behavior delays the implosion
trajectory and causes mass to be left behind during the main
acceleration towards the axis.28,31,102

Experiments103–108on higher current facilities, the 3 MA
Angara-5sRef. 109d and the 20 MA Z,6 have indicated that
the same dynamics of long wire-ablation phase, delayed ar-
ray acceleration, axially nonuniform wire ablation, trailing
mass, and trailing current are manifested at high currents and
high wire numbers. Interpretation of the Z wire implosion
experiments has been aided by the availability of the ZBL
and the high-spatial-resolution, monochromatic spherical
crystal imaging system.14 The x-ray backlighting datassee
Fig. 11d show the onset and growth of instabilities that pro-

duce axially nonuniform ablation of the wires and directly
confirm the presence of trailing mass.107 X-ray backlighting
may also provide clues for resolving an important issue for z
pinches, that is, the degradation of performance with too
many wires in the cylindrical array.110,111

An improved understanding of wire-array physics is re-
quired to scale these sources to larger facilities for two of the
ICF applications that are discussed in Sec. II. In particular,
recent work suggests that the peak power from the higher-
mass s5.8 mg/cmd, 20 mm diameter arrays used for the
double-ended hohlraum approach scales subquadratically
with current.112 This scaling may be produced by wire abla-
tion effects112,113that result in trailing mass105 and current106

that are not coupled to the axis at peak x-ray power. As
further support for the conclusion that trailing mass may re-
sult in the slower scaling of power with current,105 lower-
mass s2 mg/cmd, 40 mm diameter arrays show quadratic
scaling of the power and energy with current.114 These
lower-mass arrays were estimated to have only,s36±6d%
of the trailing mass of the higher-mass, 20 mm arrays.105

The effort to improve the performance of 20 mm diam-
eter arrays for the double-pinch conceptsSec. II Bd has been
guided by these observations of discrete wire ablation and
trailing material. For example, when nested arrays are used,
the discrete core/corona behavior of the arrays can allow a
relatively transparent mode of interaction between the
arrays115–117rather than the inelastic collision necessitated by
thin-shell approximations.94 Recent observations of an ex-
tended ablation period and discrete inner-wire cores in a
nested-array geometry for 20 mm outer-diameter, 12 mm
inner-diameter nested arrays118 confirm operation in a current
transfer mode, even with high outer-wire numbers. These
transparent nested arrays are being used to produce a shaped
radiation pulse119,120 for ICF hot-spot ignition.52 A second
area of research involves the use of deliberately undermassed
wire arrays with short implosion times that are not well
matched to the generator’s current pulse. This research has
demonstrated that low-mass arrays that reach peak currents
of only 14 MA can radiate nearly as well as heavier arrays
that reach 18 MA peak currents,121 implying improved scal-
ing of peak power with current.

An experiment that can be performed at high currents on
Z, but not on smaller current experiments, is the comparison
of the array dynamics with foil dynamics,122 since the higher

FIG. 10. sad Sample configuration for opacity experiment on Z in which a
CH-tamped, layered foil with Al and MgF2 faces the radiation source. Re-
emission from a gold backing layer that covers a portion of the layered foil
further heats the sample.sbd Al and MgF2 spectra with and without the gold
backing layer.

FIG. 11. Sequence of radiographs obtained with ZBL and the high-spatial-
resolution, monochromatic spherical crystal imaging system shows the
edges of imploding 20 mm diameter tungsten arrays on Z with high wire
numberss300 wiresd. The long-lived, “fingerlike” structures of trailing mass
contribute to the broadening of the radial mass distribution of the wire-array
plasma.
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mass requirement for Z experiments enables fabrication of
high quality foils. A comparison of data from foils and wire
arrays of equivalent mass demonstrated that, in spite of its
complex dynamics, a wire array appears to have a lower
level of initial perturbation than a foil. The foil implosions
may be plagued by classic hydromagnetic-Rayleigh-Taylor
growth.123 Early-time images indicate that the foil has a co-
herent perturbation prior to implosion. The equivalent-mass,
300 wire array has a much less pronounced level of pertur-
bation at the same early time. Experiments and calculations
are underway to understand these phenomena.

The foil implosions do, however, provide the opportu-
nity to model the dynamics with a standard 2D MHD calcu-
lation in ther-z plane. Such calculations25,26 have been suc-
cessful in the past in replicating general implosion dynamics,
x-ray outputs, and energetics and in contributing to the de-
velopment of new load conceptsse.g., nested wire arraysd.
Nevertheless, these calculations cannot capture the 3D nature
of wire-array implosions. Over the last five years, the com-
munity has made great strides in developing 3D MHD codes
to model wire arrays. Even with modern computational plat-
forms, physics trade offs are still required to ensure reason-
able run times, but recent papers27,28 have indicated that
these codes can accurately simulate the 3D dynamics of z
pinches. To have a completea priori predictability, however,
we must fully understand what physics has to be included.
For example, the natural wavelength that is selected in wire-
array ablation seems consistent for a given material and gen-
erally appears to be a multiple of the wire core size.31,107

Haines34 has developed a theory based on a thermoelectric
instability to explain this observation. In addition, Oliver35

has pointed out the need to consider additional two-fluid phe-
nomena in the physics of wire-corona formation, linear
bubble breakthrough, and nonlinear saturation amplitudes of
instabilities.

Answering fundamental questions about z-pinch physics
is a challenge for facilities the size of Z because of the low
experimental shot rate and the harsh x-ray environment.
Small university facilities thus serve a critical role. To vali-
date 3D codes and understand the formation of natural
modes in wire arrays, innovative experimental designs are
needed. Preinscribing perturbations on wire arrays provide
the opportunity to address these issues.sThe laser-plasma
community had employed a similar technique to study the
early development of Rayleigh–Taylor or Richtmeyer–
Meshkov instabilities, by using preformed targets of a known
wavelength and amplitude.d Recent MAGPIE experiments124

have used chemically etched, modulated wires to provide a
known initial seed for the array implosions so the behavior
can be imaged and compared to 3D calculations.29 The ex-
periments indicated that, even with a 1 mm wavelength
modulation, the natural 500mm wavelength grew. This sug-
gests that, in order to influence the natural wavelength and
differentiate between a MHD or a thermoelectric origin, the
modulations must have a wavelength significantly less than
1 mm. Techniques to produce controlled, 100mm wave-
lengths are being explored. These modulated wires may also
provide a method to pulse shape the x-ray output for ICF
applications.29

Another example of the contributions that small facilities
can provide is in understanding the hydrodynamics and tur-
bulence in plasmas. Extremely detailed experiments with a
300 kA gas puff125at the Weizmann Institute in Israel have
recently shown the details of the implosion physics and the
ion heating and cooling in the stagnated z pinch. High ion
temperatures have been measured by Doppler broadening
over the last 20 years, but it is unclear how a local ion tem-
perature can be differentiated from turbulence. On the
Zebra126 experimental facility at the University of Nevada,
Reno, wire arrays have been imploded with a localized NaF
dopant that is coated on the array with 1 mm axial extent.127

Spatially resolved spectroscopy can measure the axial trans-
port of NaF in the stagnated z pinch, thereby putting a bound
on the wavelength of the turbulence. Future experiments will
use varied dopant configurations with time-resolved imaging
and high-resolution spectra to obtain data to validate the tur-
bulence models.

ICF experiments require the use of high-Z materials such
as tungsten to provide a near-Planckian x-ray source.10,54

Mid-Z materials driven to high temperature in high-velocity
implosions are used in another class of experiments128 to
produce multi-keVK-shell x rays for the study of material-
radiation interactions. These experiments with mid-Z materi-
als require very large diameter arrayss.50 mmd compared
to those for ICF experimentss20 mm for vacuum
hohlraums61 and 40 mm for dynamic hohlraums45d, and the
production and radiation transport is very complex.129 Such
implosions are highly supersonics.Mach 10d, but must be
very stable to produce the desired x-ray yields. Nested wire
arrays have enabled implosions from 60 mm diameter arrays
that have produced 3.7 keV iron plasmas with 631020/cm3

ion densities. These nested arrays operate with very sparse
wire numbers and yet can still produce x-ray pulse widths as
short as 5 ns and hot plasma diameters as small as 1.5 mm.
MAGPIE experiments116,117,119using laser imaging and Sat-
urn experiments130 using dopant spectroscopy have shown
that such low-wire-number nested arrays operate in a
current-switching mode. MHD calculations131 indicate that
the outer array material has a magnetic Reynolds number of
,1 at the time of interaction, thus allowing rapid field dif-
fusion from the outer to the inner array. In recent Z experi-
ments nested arrays begin to lose their efficacy to improve
implosion quality at large diameterss.75 mmd.132 Experi-
ments are being performed to understand and mitigate this
effect.

K-shell emitting plasmas provide unique opportunities
for spectroscopic investigation of plasma parameters, and re-
cent data have added to the understanding of z-pinch ener-
getics. Numerous measurements have indicated that z
pinches radiate more energy than can be accounted for by the
radial implosion kinetic energy. Moreover, estimates of elec-
tron internal energy and pressure, when compared to the ra-
diation rates and the magnetic pressure, indicate that the
stagnated plasma should continue to compress. Experiments
on Z have shown that an ion temperature of 200 keV,133

sufficient to maintain pressure balance against the magnetic
pressure on axis, is maintained during the plasma lifetime on
axis. It has been proposed134 that the high ion temperature is
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a signature of short-wavelength MHD turbulence.
Although much progress has been made, remaining

z-pinch physics issues135 will challenge the plasma commu-
nity for the foreseeable future. These include measuring the
current within the imploding z-pinch system, developinga
priori models of implosion dynamics and plasma heating
rates on axis at stagnation, and numerically modeling the
cold start of wire arrays through the supersonic implosion
that ends in complex radiation transport in the stagnated
pinch.

V. MEASURING, SIMULATING, AND MODELING
PROPERTIES OF DYNAMIC MATERIALS

An important application of magnetohydrodynamics and
theJ3B force generated on Z is to drive material samples to
high pressure to obtain EOS data. In the late 1990s, Asayet
al.136 proposed using the large magnetic fields produced by
the 20 MA currents to generate ramp pressure loadings to
megabar-class pressuressFig. 12d. Pressures of hundreds of
kilobars were attained in the initial experiments.137At higher
pressures, the sample thickness was limited to prevent shock
growth.138 Recent advances in shaping the current drive on Z
have enabled isentropic compression experiments with
multi-megabar pressure drives, which allow the use of much
thicker material samples without shock formation. In addi-
tion, this shockless loading technique has enabled the accel-
eration of magnetically driven flyer plates to ultrahigh ve-
locities s.30 km/sd.

Hugoniot experiments using high velocity flyers have
significantly improved our understanding of the behavior of
liquid deuterium subject to dynamic loading. For example, in
an initial series of experiments, Al flyer velocities in the
range of 20 km/ssRef. 139d produced up to 1 Mbar pres-
sures in liquid deuterium by flyer plate impact on Z. The
measured response of the deuterium19 agreed with the deu-
terium EOS in the standard SESAME database140 and with
most models of deuterium, but disagreed with experimental
data141 on the Nova142 laser. The magnetically launched flyer
plates in the Z experiments were about 0.5 cm in effective
diameter and a few hundred microns thick. Consequently, at
impact the shock pressure drive was constant for 20–40 ns.
With such long drive times, other techniques, such as rever-

beration and reshock, could also be employed.78,79 These
other techniques also gave data that are self-consistent with
the measurements of the principal Hugoniot.

A critical regime of interest for many HEDP applications
extends from moderate compression over solid density down
to 100-fold expansions from solid and at temperatures from
ambient up to several eV. An integral part of Sandia’s pulsed
power HEDP research is therefore computational modeling
of the complex configurations in ICF, isentropic
compression,18 and magnetically launched flyer plate EOS
experiments.19

For experiments on pulsed power devices, accurate com-
puter modeling has been hampered by large uncertainties in
the electrical properties of materials, particularly if the mod-
eling begins near the cold solid state. For example, electrical
conductivity measurements of metals are not available for
much of this regime, and analytical results are limited by
uncertainties in treating strongly coupled and degenerate, or
weakly degenerate, systems. To improve the capability to
simulate experiments in this warm dense matter regime, Des-
jarlais compared the data143 and existing theories144 with the
Lee–More model145 that was widely used in MHD codes.
Modifications were made to the Lee–More algorithm in or-
der to better model the physics in the vicinity of the metal-
insulator transition, resulting in what is now called the Lee–
More–Desjarlais, or LMD, model.146 Subsequent MHD
simulations using LMD gave a better match to experiments
in the warm dense matter regime. More recently, to further
improve the understanding of this warm dense matter re-
gime, ab initio quantum molecular dynamicssQMDd calcu-
lations have been done for several metals.

These QMD calculations, which are based on density
functional theorysDFTd, provide the total energy and pres-
sure as a function of density and temperature for a material,
thereby allowing refinements to existing EOS or generation
of new EOS, if needed. The QMD calculations also provide
atomic configurations, electron orbitals, and density distribu-
tions that can be analyzed within the Kubo–Greenwood
formalism147 to generate electrical and optical properties of
materials. Under conditions for which conductivity data is
available,143 the agreement is very good.37 Moreover, using
the QMD results, in conjunction with data and theory, the
generic LMD conductivity algorithms146are being “tuned” to
generate accurate, wide-ranging, SESAME-type tables for
the conductivity. QMD-based tables for materials such as
aluminum, tungsten, and stainless steel are now available,
and several other materials are under active study. An EOS
for stainless steel has been generated and is available in tabu-
lar format. The QMD approach is also being used to improve
low-energy opacity models of both simple metals and of
complex plastics and foams. An important aspect of this ap-
proach to determining the electrical, optical, and thermody-
namic properties is that the physics models generated are
manifestly consistent, something not usually found in stan-
dard materials libraries.

A dramatic illustration of the potential of the QMD ap-
proach is in the modeling of magnetically launched flyer
plates.30 Advanced simulation codes, such as Sandia’s
ALEGRA code,148 using the newly generated conductivity

FIG. 12. Schematic of configurations fielded on Z to use the high magnetic
field pressure associated with large current flow tosad perform isentropic
compression experiments orsbd accelerate flyer plate at solid density to very
high velocity for impact experiments.
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tables and algorithms, are achieving excellent agreement
with experiment, thereby permitting increasingly complex
and optimized designs for experiments30,139 and providing
predictive capability. Because of progress in 2D MHD mod-
eling and in particle-in-cell modeling of the power flow on
Z,20 it is now possible to shape the current pulse for as long
as 560 ns. This capability has allowed 3 Mbar in an isentro-
pic compression configuration for a 450 ns pulse in
aluminum.149 Analysis of the data has confirmed that the
material being compressed is loaded on the isentrope.

In the last year, the improved 2D ALEGRA MHD
simulations,21,30,139 in conjunction with pulse shape
optimization20,21,150 using detailed circuit modeling of Z,
have guided the design and implementation of aluminum fly-
ers to ultrahigh velocitiessup to 33 km/s so fard using
shaped multi-megabar magnetic drive pressures that preclude
shock formation in the flyer during acceleration and have a
sufficient fraction of flyer material that remains intact at solid
density to allow accurate EOS measurements. Experimen-
tally, the desired current waveform has been achieved151 by
firing the 36 laser-triggered switches on Z in a timing se-
quence determined by the circuit calculations and the desired
magnetic pressures have been achieved using an asymmetric
load.152 The 0.085 cm thick Al flyer was subjected to a peak
magnetic pressure of,4.8 Mbar without shock formation
sshockless or quasi-isentropic accelerationd. The measured
flyer velocity matched the predicted waveform to better than
3% over 98% of the,250 ns trajectory, as shown in Fig. 13.
These higher-velocity flyers have created pressure states of
up to 1.4 Mbar in deuterium, again confirming a stiff re-
sponse by the equation of state. The Al flyers have also
yielded accurate EOS data in quartz and sapphire samples at
pressures of 11.5 Mbar and 14.6 Mbar, respectively. Future
Z experiments using this configuration are predicted to ex-
tend the Hugoniot data for deuterium19 and Al sRef. 153d to
1.8 Mbar and 13 Mbar, respectively.

The advanced pulse shaping has also enabled the study

of various materials and their phase transitions, especially
when coupled with a preheat capability. Two examples42 are
the identification of two phase transitions in zirconium in a
single loading and measurement of the variation in the phase
transition pressure of tin with initial temperature.

Because the QMD/DFT simulations represent molecules,
atoms, dissociation, and ionization on a self-consistent foot-
ing, they are well suited to exploring the evolution of mate-
rials through different phases. An example is the transition of
liquid deuterium from molecular fluid, to atomic fluid, to
plasma along the principal Hugoniot. The QMD simulations
of shocked deuterium154 have found the principal Hugoniot
and reshock properties to be in very good agreement with
gas gun data from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
and with magnetically launched flyer plate data from Z.

VI. REFURBISHMENT OF Z

Z began its service as PBFA II,7 with initial operation in
December 1985. PBFA II had been designed as a high-
voltage ion beam drivers10–30 MVd for ICF research.
Modifications6 were completed in September 1996 to the
power flow and transmission line sections to enable a high-
current s18–20 MAd configuration to test the scaling of
x-ray output from z-pinch loads as a function of current.
Although these modifications were intended to be in place
for just six months, the results were so successful that the
pulsed-power generator was never converted back to an ion
driver and the facility was renamed “Z” in July 1997.

The z-pinch applications described in this paper have
brought many challenges to the facility. Today, Z must be a
stable, precision platform for a large number and variety of
reliable, reproducible HEDP experiments. However, its op-
erational efficiency is limited because most of the hardware
is of 1985 vintage, it was not optimized for these applica-
tions, and it was not designed for the rigors of daily use. To
extend the lifetime of Z and update the pulsed power com-
ponents with modern technology, a refurbishment project be-
gan in February 2002.38 The goals ares1d to provide the
capacity to perform more experimental shots,s2d to improve
the overall precision and pulse shape variability for better
reproducibility and data quality,s3d to increase the delivered
current, ands4d to accomplish these improvements with
minimal disruption to ongoing experimental programs. The
refurbished components should be installed in 2006 and, af-
ter a testing phase, Z will return to full operational status in
2007. For typical z-pinch configurations, the delivered cur-
rent should increase more than 30%, which corresponds to
an energy increase of,70%, thereby allowing access to a
new high energy density physics regime. Moreover, the
higher currents will allow access to higher-pressure EOS
data.
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